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INTRODUCTION

SURROUNDING and jealously guarding even the more refined delights,

are their spheres of compensating dangers ; and in the pleasure of tra-

cing down, for our own better appreciation and enjoyment, the essential

qualities of a man's genius, lurks the danger of cataloguing his faculties,

and of unconsciously creating bounds which we suppose him to be in-

capable of passing. And by repeatedly insisting upon the invariable exhibition of

these qualities which we have so happily discovered, we even attempt to define

the province in which we would permit him to move. True progress in an indi-

vidual lies not in merely surpassing his time, but in constantly surpassing him-

self. Had Beethoven continued to write symphonies in the manner of Haydn
and Mozart, had 'Wagner continued to produce Lohengrins and Tannhausers,

these masters would undoubtedly have found the path of life more easy, and the

barriers to contemporary fame much more readily overthro'wn ; but we should

never have known the Beethoven and the 'Wagner that we know to-day, nor that

vague yet significant apparition, " modern music," vs^ith its freedom of tonality

and its wealth and variety of content. 'When an artist encompasses a true and
convincing expression of his thought or feeling, the world, if it approve, would
have him repeat the deed ad infinitum; but in proportion to the upward urge of

the life within him will he abandon his popularity, if he has been so fortunate,

or unfortunate, as to have it, and involve himself in the dangers of a loftier flight,

leaving his former friends to become enemies, or to pass on to stronger friendship,

'* Allons ! we must not stop here.

However sweet these laid-up stores, however convenient this dwelling, we cannot remain here.

However sheltered this port, and however calm these waters, we must not anchor here,

However welcome the hospitality that surrounds us, we are permitted to receive it but a little

while,"

Even so-called savage peoples have understood this spiritual truth. An
American Indian once naively explained, with corresponding gestures of his

hand, that " some people ascend in spirit with their growth, that others descend,
while others live upon a dead level." Certain it is that much that we love must
be abandoned if we would truly progress. Tolstoi sought the solution by main-
taining that we should love nothing to such a degree that the loss of that which
wjQ love would cause us pain. Others find it easier to love, or at least to grace-

fully tolerate, pain itself. The life of a genius is a constant invitation, or exhor-
tation, as the case may be, to those about him to cease their blind allegiance to

that which they have loved before, and to seek life not in merely different but in

loftier affections. It is sad that the good-will accompanying his invitation should
so frequently be met with chilling disregard ; and yet it is natural, since accep-
tance implies effort, and love of effort is not a generally prevailing characteristic

\
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among those to whom the artist addresses himself. Moreover, energy is easily

misdirected, and reacts in discouragement.

Strength is fineness, and its appreciation often takes us in that direction in

which we least expect to go. An artist offers us a representation of beauty or

power. Some superficial imitator, taking this for his point of departure, conceives

that he has surpassed it by reinstating it before us in a stupendous or over-

whelming form. The artist thereupon rebukes him by revealing that the next

step beyond lay not in a mere magnifying of the idea, but in a refining of it, a fer-

tilization of its waste spaces, and the nourishment, within its scope, of finer

forms of life. In musical composition a melody, perhaps, is born of a certain

mood. The composer does not immediately pass on to the creation of other and

greater melodies, but supplies this with harmonies which will make it a more
effective expression of that mood. Still he does not pass on, but seeks perhaps

counter-melodies vi^hich, heard against the first, serve to bring its characteristics

into stronger relief. Beyond this he seeks out the most significant marks of

expression for each bar or phrase. And even then, if he allows the composition

to stand for a greater or less time, he will discover innumerable ways of heighten-

ing its value, and may even add the one stroke which shall transform it from a

merely excellent work into a masterpiece of expression. For most new or great

ideas are at first crude ; and all progressive ideas must exhibit qualities of new-
ness or of increased refinement. The latter quality must include the former,

though the converse is not necessarily true.

The works of the present composer, Harvey Worthington Loomis, incline

toward increased refinement, and to that we must look to discover the native

qualities of his talent. Spontaneous as are his ideas, he is satisfied with his

expression, as a true representation of his conception, only after a vast amount
of labor, often involving hours, spent upon a single bar. This fact renders it

impossible that a casual examination or a reading at sight should reveal those

qualities in his works which stand most truly for his particular mode of thought.

We must approach them in the spirit in which they are written, — of careful

attention to details, — before we can conscientiously lay claim to an understand-

ing of them. Neither must we permit our efforts in this direction to detract

from the breadth which they frequently exhibit, nor allow ourselves to regard

the notes in themselves as an end, but rather as a means to the production of a

certain mood.
The three compositions which follow, taken consecutively, present an

interesting study in the development of musical possibilities. Thus the melody
of " Hark ! Hark! the Lark," to be in keeping with the archaic style of its

conception, is restricted to the pentatonic scale F G A C D ; the fourth, Bb,

and the seventh, E, of the natural scale being omitted, as has been customary

in the music of many races at one or another period in their musical history.

The song from Tieck's "Fair Magelone," which is German in feeling, employs

the full diatonic scale, and represents musical art at a period before it was radi-

cally revolutionized by Wagner, following close upon the chromatic heels, as

one might say, of Schubert and Chopin. It is not devoid of chromatic tenden-

cies, but they are incidental rather than essential. " In the Moon Shower,"

however, depends avowedly upon chromatically changing harmonies, and in-

volves the most distinctly modern effects.
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The present musical setting of "Hark! Hark! the Lark" was composed

for Margaret Matner's production of Cymbeline, though it possesses the dis-

tinction of having been rejected for performance, in favor of a more conventional

composition, in the form of a quartette, by the same composer. The stage picture

represents shepherds with archaic musical instruments of the Druidical period,

in which a curious harp, and a pipe somewhat of the nature of a flute, were the

chief means employed to produce musical sound. The song was therefore

originally scored for harp and flute, and the imitation of these instruments in

the accompaniment is obvious. The entire spirit, and one might say the musical

purpose, of this work is so far removed from that of Schubert's immortal song,

that happily no comparison can be instituted. In seeking the cause of this fun-

damental difference, it will be interesting to remember that Schubert's song

was written in a cafe (perhaps on the back of a Speisekarte) upon a sudden inspira-

tion from a "book of verses " which a friend handed to him, -while the present

one was written to conform to the scene in which Shakespeare originally placed

it. It is quite possible that Schubert was entirely unfamiliar with Cymbeline.

The second song, upon a poem from " The Fair Magelone," by Ludwig
Tieck (1773-1853), is a work of surpassing spontaneity and abandon, with a

melodic purity and straightforwardness which holds its own by the side of

works in a similar spirit by the great German song writers. Remarkable for

its harmonic clarity, as well as for its grace and purity, is the almost Schubertian

interlude in the accompaniment, the melody of which responds to the last pre-

ceding vocal phrase in a strikingly satisfying manner. The song burns with a

fiery impatience from first to last.

In great contrast to this is " In the Moon Shower," upon a poem by Paul

Verlaine. This is a recitation, accompanied by piano, violin, and voice, although

each of the separate parts is sufficiently important in relation to the whole, to

claim an equal attention. It is printed with these songs because of its interest

from a vocal standpoint, and, as already indicated, for its correlative significance

as a logical step beyond them in musical evolution. This work is thoroughly

representative of a class of works brought to a notable perfection by the present

composer, in which recitation is variously accompanied by an instrument or

combination of instruments. " Sandalphon," by Longfellow, and other poems
by Verlaine have been similarly adapted by Mr. Loomis. " In the Moon
Shower " is intensely concentrated in mood, and, in marked contrast to the other

compositions in the present work, is strongly subjective in feeling. Rightly

interpreted, it will leave the hearer with impressions as haunting and elusive, as

remote from those of the waking consciousness, as are the emotions sometimes

reawakened by the sudden memory of a dream.

In offering these works, the editor wishes to call attention to the extreme

care with which the marks of expression have been applied, and to ask a similar

care in their observation, upon the part of the interpreter.

A. F.





HARK! HARK! THE LARK.
"CYMBELINE." Act II, Scene III.

William Shakespeare.

Allegretto pastorale.

Voice.

Harvey Worthington Loomis.

Piano.

^{nrnJ^r'^sv Jllfnm^,

Moderate con moto
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Moderate con moto Allegretto pastorale.

steeds to wa - ter at those springs On chal - iced flow rs that lies;

L.H.

Hark! Hark! 4



Moderate con moto.

p dolce.

71071 rit

With ev - ery-thing- that pret - ty bin __

Hark! Hark! 4



Allegretto pastorale

rise.

L.H.
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Moderate con moto.

Hark! Hark! 4



O'ER THE SEA.
Poem from"The Fair Magelone" by

LUDWIG TIECK.
Allegro

Voice

Music by
Harvey Worthington Loomis.

Piano.

com-ing- so long-, While ring-.eth so ten - der the nig-ht- in-g-ale's song? The
ir - ren-der Fti>^^? die Nach - ti - gall plau-dert von Sehn-mcht and Kim, E«

gol - den lig-ht dan-ces, and whis-per the trees, And soft,dream-y fan - cies are
flu-istern die Bait -me im gol- de - nen Scfiein, es sc/ilu-pfen mir Iran -me zitm

borne on the breeze

Fen . ster her - ein
Couldst

AcH

f \iii i J''- i

senza ped.
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poco cresc.

know all the pin - ing-. tlip heart -felt an- noy, The w-ay-ward re - pin - ing' 'mid

kftumt dn <i(iH Sv/imach-ten der kfo - pfeii - den Hr/i>it!' dirs Sin - nen iind Trach-frn voll

sor - row and joy! Give wings to thy com - ing-, and save me, ah, save! A-
Q>ial iind voll Lnxt? Be - fVi'ig - fe die Ei - le nnd ret - te mich dir, bei

Oer the Sea. ;»
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poco rii. a tempo. poco rit.

P
a tempo.
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full sails we wan - der, light - heart - ed and free, Our fath - er - land ynn-der is

Sr - gel, sie schwel-len, die Fiircht M niir Tand; dort. jen - seit dtn JFrl - len isf

a tempo.

f^^^^^^.

ten.

m^^1 j- }' jO I j' I M
- ver the sea. Still on-ward and fast - er this home fades a -way; For

rii - ter - licli Land. Die Hei-math ent - fUe - het, .so foh - re xie hin! die

es^prem.
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Oer the Sea. 5
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fpoco animn e agitato

ITl J

Hark! Love is a - wak - ing' the wave - lets to sound; They're

March.' wol - fii-sfig kJin-gen die Wei - Jen im Meer, sie

dan - cing and break-ing all wan -ton a - round. And why

hu-pfen und sprin-gen mutk - wil - lig ein - her, mid soil

all thek

ten sie

col gva
Oer the Sea. 5
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IH THE MOOH- SHOWER.
(L'HEURE EXQUISE.)

A Poem to be read with Obbligato of

Piano,Violin and Voice.

English translation by

Gertrude Hall
Frov> the French of

PAUL VERLAIXE
In "La Bonne Chanson."

Andante sostenuto.

Music by
Harvey Worthington Loomis.

Op. 70, N? 4.

Soprano
or TENOR.

Violin.

Piano.

&

fe
Andante sostenuto.

8

pp non troppo legato^^
^lUtgf

f F g [ li
poco rii'.

Q I ,
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Reader. Oer the woods bro-w-,

Pale, the moon stares;

Kecitant. La Inne blanche

Luit dans leg bois;

Meno andante.
con sordino. ^ms w^^^^

#— ^^—

espress. sr
Meno andante.

^Min^ ^^^^S ^^^^^^E
d • 4 • ^

3m ^^^

I I
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In every boug'h

Wandering- airs

Faintly suspire . .

De chaqiif brnnchf

Part tine voi.v

Sniis la rnmee . . . mp espress.

a
heart's de - sire!

bien - ai - mee.

a
p molto cres - ven - do

a
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poco sfz
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Two willow- trees

Waver and weep,

L' etang refleie,

Profond miroir.

mp
espress.
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In the Mnon- Shower. 5
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One in the breeze,

One in the deep

Glass of the stream

.

La silhouette

Du saule iioir

oil le vent pleure . . .

ife^ iljnS
Dream we our dream!

Jie - vofis c'ent Vheure. .

fe WW^^ ^p
molto cresc.

tJ
**o= na FT=^ ^^

waw

poco sfz — =^

cof Fiolino
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An infinite

Resignedness

Rains

Un taste et tendre

Apaisement

a

p^^^ fH \f ^^ f \f^^
molto espresx.

poco allar^ando.

- 3^m
k- y\t k t rw^

id

In the Moon- Shower. 5
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where the v. hite

Mists opalesce

In the moon-shower. . .

Semfi/e rifscfiif/re

Du fivmomi^nt

Q)ie I'nni7'e iri'se . . . ^ "f

# -r—P—

f

.portamento.

^S
Stay per - feet hour

!

Gest Vhenre ex - qiiise,

Stay per - feet hour!

Vhenre ex - (jitiite.

poco

3rd Ped. al fine

In ifip Monn- f^hoioer. f!
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